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Abstract: The research emphasizes on the connection between the Arabic concept ofma 'ani nahwi and modistae in Latin.
In order to identify this connection. the researcher has to elaborate on the role ofAristotle's categories in influencing the
concept ofmodis/ae in the Middle Ages first. The paper will then reevaluate the influence ofMuslim philosophers such as
al-Farabi (c.870-c.950 AD). Avicenna (980-/037 AD) and Averoes (c.1l26-c.1l98 AD) in Latin and clarify the role of
Jurjani (d. 1078 AD) in introducing his concept ofnazm towards ma 'ani naln"i. The result ofthe research will also enhance
the understanding of the relationship between syntax and semall/ic which has not been effectively clarified within the
framework oftraditional Arabic grammatical theory.
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Introduction
ACCORDING TO JURJANI, the relation-ship between syntax and semantics has notbeen effectively clarified within the frame-
work of traditional Arabic grammatical
theory, In his commentary (see Jurjani, Dalail al-
'ijaz, 1960, p.66-67) he differentiated between
meaning and form in a sentence, This concept is
presented not to linguists but theologians (mu 'tazil-
ah) in impressing them with the need to study not
only theology but also grammar and literary theory
in order to improve their understanding of the inim-
itability of the Qur'an. In this case, the concept of
nazm combines three aspects, they are:- I)Iafta hamil
2)makna bihi qaaim 3)Ribad lahuma naazim. This
contribution showed the intellectual capacity ofJur-
jani, particularly when he said we could not have the
right meaning ifnot constructed with laJaz and rabat
in order to produce a nazm. In other words, for those
who are in eloquence orJasohah style will not pro-
duce a coherent sentence unless they combine the
group of words according to their concurrence fol-
lowed by the meaning. Starting from here, we know
that he focused more on the system of nazm and
movement among the words after their combination.
This means that the production of eloquence or
Jasohah is not depended on single words only in
producing a meaning. In his major contribution to
the discussion about the ' ijaz al-Qur 'an he concen-
trated on ma 'ani (meaning) and laft (expression).
Both concepts have been subject to debate between
logicians and grammarians. According to logicians,
the meanings are the logical ideas that were signified
by the expressions, Otherwise the grammarians
concentrated On the functions of the words. Accord-
ing to him, makna was what determined the quality
of style, and it would be absurd to attribute qualities
of eloquence to the expression as such:
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(al-Jurjani, Dalail al- 'ijaz, p.256),
"Know that wheneveryou look into this (corrup-
tion ojtaste and language) you find that it has
only one cause. namely their view about the
expression and the Jact that they assign to the
expression attributes (. ..) without properly dis-
tinguishing between those attributes that they
assign to them because ojsomething that be-
longs to its meaning".
Expression of Meaning
AI-Jurjani on the other hand, maintains that there is
a large semantic difference between the two sen-
tences: the verb always expresses movement,
whereas the nominal form of the participle a state:-
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